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A SeLeCTION OF HIgHLIgHTS 
(page 3 - 18)

161
A doucai porcelain charger, decorated with bamboo, 
flowers and fruits. Unmarked. 
China, Qianlong. Diam. 38.5 cm.

斗彩花果竹纹盘
年代：中国 乾隆时期 18/19世纪
直径：38.5 公分

€  500 - 700

170
A near pair of famille rose porcelain water droppers in the shape of lotus leaves, modeled with overlapping 
pink enameled petals. The text on the handles refers to autumn and military drill. Marked with characters, 
Anhui, 1908. China, Guangxu. H. 8.5 - 9 cm. L. 18 cm.

大清光绪三十四年款 粉彩莲瓣纹太湖秋操纪念杯（一对）
年代：清 光绪
高. 8.5 – 9 cm 
长. 18 cm                                          €  4.000 - 6.000

192
A set of six famille rose and encre de Chine porcelain cups with saucers, decorated with figures and 
buildings in landscapes. Unmarked. China, Qianlong. H. cup 7 cm. Diam. saucer 13.5 cm.

墨彩山水人物纹杯碟 一组六对
年代：中国 乾隆
杯高. 7 cm. 碟直径.13.5 cm

€  300 - 500
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226
An iron red and white porcelain vase with two 
handles, decorated with reserves depicting a 
phoenix and dragon chasing the burning pearl, 
flower vases, river landscapes and fish. Marked with 
seal mark. China, ca. 1900. H. 72 cm.

矾红开光龙凤山水纹螭龙耳瓶
款识：大清乾隆年制
年代：中国 20世纪初
高：72 公分

€  4.000 - 5.000

262
A polychrome porcelain vase on wooden stand, 
decorated with peaches, flowers and a butterfly. 
Marked with seal mark Qianlong. China, Republic. 
H. vase 55.5 cm.

粉彩寿桃天球瓶
底款：大清乾隆年制
年代：中国 民国时期
高(不含底座). 55.5 cm

€  1.000 - 2.000

380
A white glazed porcelain moonflask with two 
handles and relief decor. Unmarked. 
China, early 18th century.  H. 33 cm.

白釉暗刻花卉纹双耳抱月瓶
年代：中国 18世纪早期
高. 33 cm.

€  800 - 1.200

408
A celadon earthenware deep saucer with 
underglaze decor of flowers. Unmarked. 
China, Song/Yuan, 13th/14th century. 
Provenance: bought at the art and antiques fair in 
Museum Prinsenhof, Delft, 1962. Diam. 17 cm.

青釉刻花纹盘
年代：中国 宋/元，13/14世纪
来源：1962年购于荷兰代尔夫特Prinsenhof博物馆古
玩艺术品交易展会
直径. 17 cm

€  800 - 1.200

273
A set of 11 polychrome porcelain cups with nine saucers, decorated with a scene from the ‘Romance of the 
Western Chamber’. Marked with seal mark. China, Tongzhi. 
H. cup 7 cm. Diam. saucer 12.5 cm.

同治粉彩西厢记人物故事纹杯碟（11只杯，9只碟）
底款：同治年制
年代：中国 同治
杯高. 7cm
碟 直径.12.5cm                      €  1.000 - 2.000

199
A set of three famille verte porcelain saucers, decorated with flowers, insects and a poem. Unmarked. 
China, Kangxi. Diam. 16.5 cm.

五彩花蝶诗文盘   一组三个
年代：中国 康熙
直径. 16.5 cm                €  4.000 - 6.000
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440
A rosewood table screen with a carved decor of flying dragons, designed as a miniature 3-panel, with eight 
polychrome porcelain plaques, separately divisible on a foot. The first panel with three plaques is decorated 
with peaches, bats and flowers. The second panel with two plaques is decorated with cranes, flying dragons, 
a bat and a shou character. The third panel with three plaques is decorated with peaches, bats and flowers. 
Some plaques have a sepia decor of a landscape with houses and trees on the reverse side. 
China, Republic. H. 78 cm. W. 70 cm.

红木雕花框嵌粉彩瓷板面桌屏
年代：中国 民国
高. 78 cm. 宽. 70 cm.

€  4.000 - 6.000

450
A Yixing teapot after Ming example. Marked with 
7-character mark and a poem, signed ‘Hui Yigong’ 
(1766-1831). China. H. 6.5 cm. L. 10 cm.

逸公款紫砂壶
落款：逸公(1766-1831).
年代：中国 19世纪
高. 6.5 cm.
长. 10 cm.

€  300 - 500

513
A red on yellow glass baluster vase, with bajixiang 
decoration, the ‘Eight Auspicious Symbols’. China,  
around  1800. H. 21 cm.

黄地套红色玻璃八吉祥纹瓶
年代：中国  约1800
高. 21 cm.

€  450 - 650

553
An openwork jade tossel with floral decor, on 
wooden stand. China, 19th/20th century. 
L. tossel 8 cm.

镂空花纹玉佩 配木制底座
年代：中国19/20世纪
玉佩 长. 8 cm

€  300 - 500

560
A jade cup in the shape of a lotus flower, with 
handles in the shape of chilong dragons. On 
wooden stand. China, 18th century.  H. cup 6 cm.

玉雕龙耳莲花杯
年代：中国 18世纪
高 (不含底座). 6cm

€  500 - 600

447
A table screen with a porcelain panel decorated 
with many shou characters in red, set in a wooden 
frame. China, 19th century.  H. 98.5 cm. W. 51.5 cm. 
D. 26 cm.

万寿纹插屏
年代：中国 19世纪
高. 98.5 cm
宽. 51.5 cm.
深. 26 m

€  4.000 - 6.000
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570
Series of four books, ‘Ornamental Stationery of the Ten Bamboo Studio’ (Shi Zhu Zhai Jian Pu). Reprint of the 
original book, published in Beijing in July 1952. H. 31.5 cm. W. 22 cm. D. 5.5 cm.

十竹斋笺谱  四册一函 
年代：1952年印刷于北京  
高. 31.5 cm. 宽. 22 cm.               €  1.000 - 2.000

574
A pair of silk scroll paintings, depicting ladies with flowers in the clouds. Signed Wang Chengxun. 
China, Qing Dynasty.  H. 80.5 cm. W. 38.5 cm.

天女散花绢本画  一组两幅
落款：王承勋
年代：中国 清代
高. 80.5 cm.   宽. 38.5 cm.

€  2.000 - 2.500

591
‘Philosopher with assistant’, signed with seal mark lower right, Yu Wu, watercolor. China, 19th/20th century. 
H. 30.5 cm. W. 33 cm.

髙士图
落款：玉悟画
年代：中国 19/20世纪
高. 30.5 cm  宽. 33 cm.

€  300 - 500

634 **
A famille verte porcelain deep saucer, decorated with two women in a boat in a mountainous river 
landscape. Marked with seal mark Zhu Ju. China, Kangxi.  
 
PLEASE NOTE: For buyers outside the European Union the normal buyer’s premium applies (official proof of 
export needed). Otherwise 21% VAT applies to both hammer price and the buyer’s premium. Diam. 41 cm.

五彩仕女图盘
落款：竹居
年代：中国
康熙直径.41 cm

€  1.500 - 1.800
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692
A clair de lune Yixing vase with ring handles. 
Unmarked. China, 20th century. 
Provenance: Christie’s, Amsterdam, 25 November 
1986, lot 322.  H. 37.5 cm.

宜兴窑天青釉双耳瓶
年代：中国20世纪
来源：1986年11月25日购于荷兰阿姆斯特丹佳士得拍
卖行 拍品号: 322   高. 37.5 cm

€  500 - 1.000

703
A Jun ware censer in the shape of a six-legged 
goblet, decorated with ram’s heads on an openwork 
base. China, 19th century. 
Provenance: Christie’s, Amsterdam, 25 November 
1986, lot 323. H. 27.5 cm.

仿鈞窑兽耳高足香炉
年代：中国 19/20世纪
来源：1986年11月25日购于荷兰阿姆斯特丹佳士得拍
卖行 拍品号: 323  高. 27.5 cm

€  600 - 800

719
A blue glazed porcelain zun vase with two handles. 
Marked with seal mark Qianlong. China, 19th 
century. 
Provenance: Christie’s, Amsterdam, 25 November 
1986, lot 327. H: 41 cm.

蓝釉双耳尊
底款：大清乾隆年制
年代：中国 19/20世纪
来源：1986年11月25日购于荷兰阿姆斯特丹佳士得拍
卖行 拍品号: 327  高. 41cm

€  3.000 - 5.000

725
A celadon glazed porcelain zun vase with two 
handles in the shape of deer heads, decorated 
with lotus flowers in relief. Marked with seal mark 
Qianlong. China, 19th century. 
Provenance: Christie’s, Amsterdam, 25 November 
1986, lot 301. H. 34 cm.

青釉鹿头尊
底款：大清乾隆年制
年代：中国 19世纪
来源：1986年11月25日购于荷兰阿姆斯特丹佳士得拍
卖行 拍品号: 301
高. 32 cm

€  1.500 - 2.000

694
A celadon hexagonal porcelain flower pot with relief decoration with archaic motifs. Marked with seal mark 
Yongzheng. China, 19th/20th century. 
Provenance: Christie’s, Amsterdam, 25 November 1986, lot 296. H. 17 cm. W. 26 cm.

青釉六棱花盆
底款：大清雍正年制
年代：中国 19/20世纪
来源：1986年11月25日购于荷兰阿姆斯特丹佳士得拍卖行 拍品号: 296
高. 17 cm.  直径. 26 cm.                 €  1.500 - 2.000

724
A celadon glazed porcelain zun vase with two handles in the shape of deer heads, decorated with archaic 
motifs in relief. Marked with seal mark Qianlong. China, 19th century. 
Provenance: Christie’s, Amsterdam, 25 November 1986, lot 301.  H. 32 cm.

青釉鹿头尊
底款：大清乾隆年制
年代：中国 19世纪
来源：1986年11月25日购于荷兰阿姆斯特丹佳士得拍卖行 拍品号: 301
高. 32 cm                 €  1.500 - 2.000
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728
A powder blue porcelain vase with relief decoration 
of bats and clouds. Unmarked. China 19th century. 
Provenance: Christie’s, Amsterdam, 25 November 
1986, lot 183. H. 39 cm.

蓝釉蝙蝠祥云纹瓶
年代：中国 19世纪
来源：1986年11月25日购于荷兰阿姆斯特丹佳士得拍
卖行 拍品号: 183
高. 39 cm

€  500 - 1.000

759
A brown glazed porcelain vase with a relief 
decoration of four Chi dragons. Marked with seal 
mark Ming, Zhengde. China,19th/20th century.  
Provenance: Christie’s, Amsterdam, November 25, 
1986.  H. 59 cm.

黄釉堆塑螭龙纹瓶
底款：大明正德年制
年代：中国 19/20世纪
来源：1986年11月25日购于荷兰阿姆斯特丹佳士得拍
卖行
高. 59 cm

€  800 - 1.000

740
A clair de lune porcelain yen yen vase with a floral 
decoration in relief. Marked with 6-character mark 
Yongzheng. China, 19th century. 
Provenance: Christie’s, Amsterdam, 25 November 
1986, lot 322. H. 22.5 cm.

青瓷刻花纹花斛瓶
底款：大清雍正年制
年代：中国 19世纪
来源：1986年11月25日购于荷兰阿姆斯特丹佳士得拍
卖行 拍品号: 322
高. 22.5 cm

€  800 - 1.000

761
A coral red and gilded porcelain vase with 
polychrome decoration, depicting figures and 
boys in a garden. Marked with seal mark Qianlong. 
China, 19th century. 
Provenance: Christie’s, Amsterdam, November 25, 
1986, lot 171. H. 60.5 cm.

珊瑚红开光粉彩麻姑献寿纹观音瓶
底款：大清乾隆年制
年代：中国 19世纪
来源：1986年11月25日购于荷兰阿姆斯特丹佳士得拍
卖行 拍品号：171
高. 60.5 cm

€  1.500 - 2.000

763
A polychrome porcelain sculpture depicting a man 
with child. Unmarked, China, 20th century.  
Provenance: Christie’s, Amsterdam, October 22, 
1987, lot 253. H. 102 cm.

粉彩人物瓷雕
年代：中国 20世纪
高. 102 cm
来源：1987年10月22日购于荷兰阿姆斯特丹佳士得拍
卖行  拍品号：253

€  350 - 400

762
A clair de lune porcelain hu vase after archaic 
bronze model, with handles in the shape of 
elephant heads with rings. Marked with seal mark 
Qianlong. China, 19th/20th century. 
Provenance: Christie’s, Amsterdam, November 25, 
1986, lot 324. H. 50 cm.

青釉铺首衔环双耳尊
底款：大清乾隆年制
年代：中国 19/20世纪
来源：1986年11月25日购于荷兰阿姆斯特丹佳士得拍
卖行 拍品号：324
高. 50 cm

€  1.500 - 2.500
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765
A powder blue porcelain hu vase after an archaic 
bronze model, with handles in the shape of 
elephant heads with rings. Marked with seal mark 
Qianlong. China, 19th/20th century. 
Provenance: Christie’s, Amsterdam, November 25, 
1986, lot 326. H. 54.5 cm.

蓝釉铺首衔环象耳尊
底款：大清乾隆年制
年代：中国 19/20世纪
高. 54.5 cm
来源：1986年11月25日购于荷兰阿姆斯特丹佳士得拍
卖行  拍品号：326

€  1.500 - 2.500

766
A blue and red underglazed porcelain hu vase after 
archaic model, with elephant shaped handles and 
rings. Decorated with flying dragons and antiquities 
in four medallions and on top a decoration in 
a division with floral and animal decoration. 
Unmarked. China, 19th century. H. 52 cm.

青花釉里红开光博古神兽纹象耳尊
年代：中国 19世纪
高. 52 cm

€  3.500 - 4.000

795
A blue glazed porcelain vase, with handles in the 
shape of dragon heads. Unmarked. China, 19th 
century.  
Provenance: Christie’s, Amsterdam, 25 November 
1986, lot 183. H. 38 cm.

蓝釉龙耳盘口尊
年代：中国19世纪
来源：1986年11月25日购于荷兰阿姆斯特丹佳士得拍
卖行 拍品号: 183
高. 38 cm

€  1.000 - 1.500

802
A blue glazed porcelain cong vase with two handles 
in the shape of elephant heads holding a ring, 
with gilded decor of animals and trees. Unmarked. 
China, 19th century. 
Provenance: Christie’s Amsterdam, 25 November 
1986, lot 179. H. 29 cm.

霁蓝釉象耳衔环琮式瓶
年代：中国 19世纪
来源：1986年11月25日购于荷兰阿姆斯特丹佳士得拍
卖行 拍品号: 179
高. 29 cm

€  800 - 1.000

803
A blue glazed porcelain cong vase with two 
handles in the shape of elephant heads holding 
a ring, with gilded decor of pheasants in a tree 
and pomegranates. Marked with 6-character mark 
Qianlong. China, 19th century. 
Provenance: Christie’s Amsterdam, 25 November 
1986, lot 186. H. 29.5 cm.

霁蓝釉描金象耳衔环琮式瓶
底款：大清乾隆年制
年代：中国 19世纪
来源：1986年11月25日购于荷兰阿姆斯特丹佳士得拍
卖行 拍品号: 186
高. 29.5 cm

€  2.000 - 3.000

792
A near pair blue and white porcelain cachepots with a decoration of lotus, shou characters and other 
symbolism. China, 19th century. 
Provenance: Christie’s, Amsterdam, 25 November 1986, lot 78. H. 20 - 21 cm. Diam. 36.5 - 37 cm.

青花缠枝莲寿字纹花盆 一对
年代：中国19世纪
来源：1986年11月25日购于荷兰阿姆斯特丹佳士得拍卖行 拍品号: 78
高. 20 -21 cm  直径. 36.5 - 37 cm.

€  2.000 - 3.000
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804
A violet glazed porcelain Meiping vase. Unmarked. 
China, 18th century.  
Provenance: Christie’s, Amsterdam, 25 November 
1986, lot 308.  H. 29.5 cm.

紫釉梅瓶
年代：中国 18世纪
来源：1986年11月25日购于荷兰阿姆斯特丹佳士得拍
卖行 拍品号: 308
高.  29.5 cm

€  1.000 - 1.500

806
A clair de lune glazed porcelain ribbed vase with 
handles in the shape of animals with ring. Marked 
with seal mark Qianlong. China, 19th century.  
Provenance: Christie’s, Amsterdam, 25 November 
1986, lot 323.  H. 27 cm.

青釉兽耳衔环尊
底款：大清乾隆年制
年代：中国 19世纪
来源：1986年11月25日购于荷兰阿姆斯特丹佳士得拍
卖行 拍品号: 323
高. 27 cm

€  500 - 600

820
FU YAOSHENG (1936-2003)

A set of four polychrome porcelain plaques in a wooden frame. Each panel depicts one of the four famous 
beauties of ancient China. Marked Jingdezhen. Signed and dated, Fu Yaosheng, 1985. China. 
H. 74.5 cm. W. 21.5 cm. 
Provenance: bought in Hong Kong, 1991. Background information: Fu Yaosheng, senior ceramic and 
porcelain artist, member of the China Artists Association and China Arts and Crafts Association. Skilled 
in various painting techniques, not only blue and white, but also color glaze and underglaze painting. 
He has also done in-depth technical research on famille rose, new colors and other overglaze paintings. 
The Japanese newspaper ‘Yomiuri Shimbun’ once introduced Fu Yaosheng’s artistic creations as ‘Chinese 
Treasures’. His achievements are listed in the ‘Dictionary of Contemporary Chinese Painters’ and ‘Who’s Who 
in Ceramic Artist’ and other documents. 
                  €  5.000 - 7.000
粉彩人物四大美女图瓷板画 四条屏
年代：1985
来源：1991年购于香港
单屏尺寸: 高. 74.5cm   宽. 21.5cm
作者：傅尧生（1936—2003），江西临川人。陶瓷美术家、中国美术家协会会员、中国工艺美术协会会员、高
级工艺美术师。精通各种彩绘手法，既擅长青花、颜色釉和釉下彩绘，又对粉彩、新彩等釉上彩绘有很深的研
究。日本《读卖新闻》曾以《中国人间瑰宝》为题介绍了他的艺术创作。业绩载入《中国当代国画家辞典》《
景德镇陶瓷艺术名人录》等文献。

805
A pair of blue glazed porcelain cachepots. Marked with   
4-character mark Yongzheng. China, 19th century. 
Provenance: Christie’s, Amsterdam, 25 November 1986, lot 341. H. 13.5 cm. Diam. 19.5 cm.

蓝釉花盆  一对
底款：雍正年制
年代：中国 19世纪
来源：1986年11月25日购于荷兰阿姆斯特丹佳士得拍卖行 拍品号: 341
高. 13.5 cm
直径. 19.5 cm

€  800 - 1.000

807
A tea-dust glazed porcelain tulip vase with five 
tubes. Marked with seal mark Qianlong. China, 19th 
century.  
Provenance: Christie’s, Amsterdam, 25 November 
1986, lot 313. H. 34.5 cm.

茶叶末釉五管花瓶
底款：大清乾隆年制
年代：中国 19世纪
来源：1986年11月25日购于荷兰阿姆斯特丹佳士得拍
卖行 拍品号: 313
高. 34.5 cm

€  1.500 - 2.000
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821
REN YiPiNG (1935-)

A set of four polychrome porcelain plaques in a wooden frame. Depicting the ‘Romance of the Western 
Chamber’, a play written by Yuan Dynasty writer Wang Shifu. Marked Zhushan and Jingdezhen. Signed and 
dated, Ren Yiping, 1983. China.

H. 75.5 cm. W. 22 cm. 

Provenance: 
Bought in Hong Kong, 1991.  Background information: Ren Yiping, senior arts and crafts artist, former deputy 
director of the Art Research institute of the Jingdezhen Art Porcelain Factory, and senior member of the 
Chinese Arts and Crafts Society. Excellent painter of famille rose ladies, but also in ink paintings, flowers and 
birds. His masterpieces ‘Xixiangji Famille Rose Porcelain Plate’ and ‘ink Color Vase’ respectively won the 
National Light industry Expo, China National Products Exposition, China Arts and Crafts Hundred Flowers 
Gold Award and Golden Cup Award, the Ministry of Light industry Excellent New Product Award.  

Ren Yiping (1935-)
粉彩西厢记故事纹瓷版画 四条屏
年代：1983
来源：1991年购于香港
单屏尺寸: 高. 75.5cm 
宽. 22.5cm
作者：任义平，1935年6月于江西丰城人。高级工艺美术师，曾任景德镇艺术瓷厂美研所副所长，中国工艺美
术学会高级会员。擅长陶瓷粉彩仕女瓷画，兼墨彩及粉彩花鸟瓷画。代表作“西厢记粉彩瓷板”、“墨彩花瓶”等
分别获全国轻工博览会、中国国货精品博览会及中国工艺美术百花奖金奖和金杯奖，轻工部优秀新产品奖和市
级多项奖。1978年“粉彩人物双耳瓶”被外交部选为国家领导人出访礼品瓷，1987年设计绘制“洛神赋”大型陶瓷
壁画，同年应邀赴香港进行技艺交流。其作品在《当代中国轻工业》与《景德镇陶瓷》等杂志上发表。

€  10.000 - 15.000

CATALOgUe
(all lots of the auction)

All lots marked with *
 are also shown in the highlight section in front of this catalogue.

   Tuesday  8  June 2021, 11.00 am   
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Amsterdam' by C. Jörg, no. 83.
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*

*
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*

*
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with enamel cloisonné outer side, 

*
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A flambé glazed stoneware vase 

A café au lait porcelain deep dish 

*

*
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A flambé glazed porcelain lidded 

350                    € 300 - 400
A Jizhou ware black glazed bowl, 
decorated with two leafs grain 
images and a copper mount. 
China, Song, 19th/20th century.
Diam. 15 cm.
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*
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*
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CATALOgUe
(all lots of the auction)

All lots marked with *
 are also shown in the highlight section in front of this catalogue.

   Wednesday  9  June 2021, 11.00 am   
 lot 428 - 850
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Europe' by Patrice Valfré.

Europe' by Patrice Valfré.

Europe' by Patrice Valfré.

Europe' by Patrice Valfré.

*

*

*
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A cloisonné vase on foot, 

A bronze jardinière on base, with 

A pair of enamel cloisonné 

An enamel cloisonné baluster vase 

An enamel cloisonné, gourd vase 

A bronze enamel cloisonné vase 

A pair of enamel cloisonné vases 

An enamel cloisonné censer in the 
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A wooden and cloisonné hocker, 

*
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*
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Hiroshige, Kuniyasu, Shunshō, 

*

*

A leporello album with wood-
block prints depicting flowers, 
fruits and animals. 
After Qi Baishi. China, 1952. 
H. 32 cm. W. 22 cm. D. 3 cm.

*
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) ivory, Ono no Tôfu in a 

Signed Hôshu. H. 

Shôzan. H. 

’

gyōgetsu: Kobayashi Heihachirō'. 

Signed Shôzan. H. 

bag. Signed Shûgeto. H. 

*
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shoulder. Signed Shô. H. 

luggage. Signed Ryôkô. H. 

bowl. Signed Shôzan. H. 

Signed Hôkoku. H. 

Momotarô, with raised arms in 
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*
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A pair of polychrome cloisonné 

A flambé glazed porcelain vase. 

*

*
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*

*

*

*
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A flambé glazed earthenware 

*

*
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*

*

*

*

*

*
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*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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A pair off lambé glazed porcelain 

*

*
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End of sale
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GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Article 1 Applicability
1.1 These general Terms and Conditions govern all aspects of the 
relationship between the auctioneer and the purchaser, including 
aspects relating to purchase, sale, agency, valuation, assessment, 
appraisal, cataloguing and safekeeping. The term ‘purchaser’ inclu-
des prospective purchasers who participate in the auction. 
1.2 Deviations from these general Terms and Conditions are valid 
only if and insofar as they are explicitly accepted in writing by the 
auctioneer. 
1.3 Visitors to the auction will be informed of the applicability 
of these general Terms and Conditions by publication in the 
catalogue prior to the auctionand/or notification prior to the 
auction. All parties who participate in the auction thereby indicate 
their full acceptance of the applicability of these general Terms 
and Conditions.

Article 2 Duty to provide information/duty to examine
2.1 The auctioneer and his personnel provide all descriptions in 
the catalogue and all written or oral information to the best of 
their knowledge.
2.2 Before making a purchase the purchaser must carefully and 
professionally inspect (or cause the inspection of ) the condition 
and the description of the object in the catalogue or the lot list to 
his own satisfaction and to form his own opinion about the
degree to which the object is in accordance with its description. 
If reasonably necessary or desirable the purchaser must obtain 
the independent advice of experts. The purchaser cannot rely on 
illustrations contained in the catalogue. If particular defects or
imperfections are noted in the catalogue, such notifications must 
be deemed a non-exhaustive indication from which the purchaser 
cannot derive any rights.
2.3 The auctioneer cannot be held liable for the accuracy of the 
description of materials contained in the catalogue, or otherwise 
made known, such as types of wood, fabrics, alloys, earthenware,
porcelain or diamonds, with the exception of precious metals. 
The auctioneer will accept liability for incorrect descriptions only 
insofar as provided in Article 6 of these general Terms and  
Conditions.

Article 3 Bidding
3.1 The purchaser can bid in person. The purchaser can also bid 
by telephone or by leaving written bidding instructions. Other 
bidding methods, such as electronically, via the Internet or oral 
bidding instructions, may be used only if explicitly offered
by the auctioneer. 
3.2 Written bidding instructions must be unambiguous and clear 
and must be received by the auctioneer in sufficient time, in the 
auctioneer’s opinion, before the commencement of the auction. If 
the auctioneer receives more than one set of bidding instructions
and the amounts to be bid are the same, and if at the auction 
those bids are the highest bids for the object in question, the 
object will be sold to the person whose bid was first received by 
the auctioneer.
3.3 Bidding instructions will be followed only if theauctioneer 
has a reasonable opportunity to do so. The auctioneer may at any 
time refrain from carrying out bidding instructions. 3.4 If the 
purchaser wishes to bid by telephone he must so agree with the 
auctioneer in writing not later thanone day before the auction.
3.5 The auctioneer excludes all liability in respect of the failure, 
for any reason whatsoever, of a bid by telephone. The same applies 
to written bids, electronic bids and bids via the Internet.

 
 
 

 
 
Article 4 Conclusion of contract of sale
4.1 The sale is concluded upon definitive allocation. An object has 
been definitively allocated when the auctioneer has accepted the 
purchaser’s offer or has declared the object sold to the purchaser.
4.2 All objects are sold in their condition at the time of
allocation.
4.3 Nearly all lots are from private sellers. Because of this, a
‘consumentenkoop’ as written in article 7.5 of the Dutch
‘Burgerlijk Wetboek’ (BW) is not applicable.

Article 5 Purchaser’s obligations
5.1 The purchaser must provide proof of his identity at the auctio-
neer’s first request.
5.2 The purchaser is deemed to have bought the object for himself 
and is liable for payment. The purchaser may not invoke the 
obligations of a principal.
5.3 The rights and obligations pursuant to the contract of sale 
and these general Terms and Conditions are vested in and accrue 
to the purchaser. The purchaser cannot transfer those rights and 
obligations to third parties.

Article 6 Auctioneer’s obligation to take back objects
6.1 Unless explicitly excluded in respect of a particular object in 
the catalogue or lot list, the auctioneer is willing – without preju-
dice to Articles 2 and 4.2 – to take back an auctioned object and 
simultaneously reimburse the purchase price and auction charges 
if the purchaser proves to the auctioneer’s satisfaction within a 
period of three weeks after the sale that the auctioned object has 
such serious hidden defects or that the description provided was so 
inaccurate that if the purchaser had been aware of those defects or
that inaccurate description at the time of allocation he would 
have decided not to go ahead with the purchase or would have 
purchased the object only for a considerably lower price. This pro-
vision does not apply if the defects relate only to the condition of
the object (such as wear and tear and restorations). Because the 
Zeeuws Veilinghuis wants to pay the sellers soon after the auction, 
taking back by the auctioneer is not possible after three weeks 
from the auction date.
6.2 The auctioneer is not willing to take back an object if the 
description in the catalogue was revoked prior to or during the 
auction and if those present at the auction were informed of the 
correct descriptionorally or in writing.
6.3 The auctioneer’s willingness to take back an object will also 
lapse if, in the auctioneer’s opinion, the purchaser cannot return 
the auctioned object in the same condition as that at the time of 
allocation.

Article 7 Auctioneer’s rights
7.1 The auctioneer reserves the following rights:
a. to refuse to accept persons as bidders or as purchasers without 
stating any reason;
b. to change the order of sale at any time;
c. to omit or add objects;
d. to combine or split up sales;
e. to refrain from awarding sales or to suspend sales;
f. to rectify errors in bidding or allocation or to nullify a sale, wit-
hout the bidder being permitted to take advantage of errors and
thereby invoke the conclusion of a contract of sale;
g. to demand full or partial payment immediately after allocation; 
in the event of refusal or inability to pay, the auctioneer is entitled 
to nullify the contract of sale, auction the object again and refuse 
to accept any offers from the bidder who was in default;
 
 
 

h. if the purchaser refuses to state his full name and address and 
provide appropriate proof of identity to the auctioneer at the auc-
tioneer’s first request, to dissolve the contract of sale and auction 
the object again; 
i. to refrain from transferring objects from the account of the 
original purchaser to the account of another party;
j. to refrain from delivering objects during the auction;
k. to make bids on behalf of purchasers or sellers; and
l. to once again auction objects in respect of which a dispute 
has arisen during or shortly after the auction and to dissolve any 
contract of sale.

Article 8 Payment/transfer of ownership
8.1 The purchaser must pay the purchase price in euros, plus 
auction charges (buyer’s premium) of 28% and -if applicable- 
Resale royalties (see article 15) before delivery of the item 
purchased and within a term to be set by the auctioneer, without 
applying any discount or setoff, unless the parties have agreed 
otherwise.
8.2 The ‘margin arrangement’ may be invoked only if, in the 
sole opinion of the auctioneer, all of the relevant rules have been 
complied with prior to the auction, including the rules governing 
the purchasing statement.
8.3 The ownership of objects will not be transferred until the full 
purchase price has been paid. In the event of late payment the 
ownership of objects will not be transferred until the full purchase 
price has been paid including the fees referred to in Article 9.

Article 9 Late payment
9.1 In the event of late payment the auctioneer may charge the 
purchaser interest at the statutory interest rate increased by 3% 
or – at the auctioneer’s discretion – 1% monthly, to be calculated 
as from the date on which the payment term expired. In addition, 
all court and out-of-court costs must be paid by the defaulting 
purchaser; those costs are estimated at 15% of the purchase price 
increased by the auction charges, with a minimum of eUR 250
(in words: two hundred and fifty euros), without prejudice to the 
right to recover the actual costs. 
9.2 If the purchaser exceeds the payment term and is thereby in 
default by operation of law, the auctioneer is also entitled to dis-
solve the contract of sale in writing. In the event of dissolution, 
any partial payments will be forfeited to the auctioneer as com-
pensation of damage. The auctioneer will also be entitled to reco-
ver from the purchaser the full damage, such as lower proceeds, 
and costs and once again to auction the object immediately or at a 
later date or to sell it. The defaulting purchaser cannot claim any 
higher proceeds.

Article 10 Term for collection
10.1 The purchaser is obligated to take possession of the object 
purchased and to collect it (or have it collected) within a term to 
be indicated by the auctioneer. The ultimate term for collection is 
five working days after the last day of the auction, subject to the 
auctioneer’s right to indicate a shorter or longer term.
10.2 If the purchaser fails to take possession of and collect the 
object purchased (or have it collected) within the term set, the 
purchaser will be deemed in default by operation of law and the 
provisions contained in Article 9 will apply accordingly. The
auctioneer will also be entitled to have the purchased object stored 
at the purchaser’s risk and expense, in which context transport 
costs and the related risks will also be for the purchaser’s account.

Article 11 Unsold objects
11.1 If an object to be auctioned remains unsold, for a period 
of ten days after the auction the auctioneer is entitled, but not 
obligated, to sell the unsold object, unless a different agreement 
has been made with the contributor.

11.2 The auctioneer will conclude such a sale after the auction 
(‘aftersale’) only if that sale can be made for a price that results 
in an amount that is at least equal to the net proceeds of sale to 
which the seller would have been entitled if the object had been 
sold at the reserve that applied to that auction, unless a different 
agreement is made with the seller.
11.3 A purchase by a purchaser within the meaning of this Article 
will be deemed a purchase at auction that is governed in full by 
these general Terms and Conditions.

Article 12 Auctioneer’s liability
12.1 The auctioneer will in no event be liable for damage to  
picture frames, other frames and any related objects such as glass 
plates, passepartouts, etc., unless the damage is caused by an 
intentional act or wilful recklessness on the part of the auctioneer
and/or assistants or staff members whom the auctioneer engages.
12.2 The auctioneer will in no event be liable for loss of profits, 
consequential loss, pecuniary loss and/or indirect damage.
12.3 The auctioneer will in no event be liable for any accident or 
any form of damage that anyone incurs in or near the buildings or 
sites intended for contribution, storage or viewing, or where the 
auction is held or goods sold can be collected, unless the damage 
is caused by an intentional act or wilful recklessness on the part 
of the auctioneer and/or assistants or staff members whom the 
auctioneer engages and/or insofar as the damage is covered by the 
auctioneer’s insurance.
12.4 Buildings or sites are entered at one’s own risk.

Article 13 Photographs and illustrations
13.1 The auctioneer is entitled to photograph, illustrate or other-
wise portray, depict or cause the depiction of all objects offered 
for sale, in any manner whatsoever, before, during or after the 
auction, with due observance of applicable statutory provisions. 
The auctioneer retains the copyright on all such depictions.

Article 14 Miscellaneous
14.1 If any provision contained in these general Terms and 
Conditions is null, nullified or non-binding, the other provisions 
will continue to apply in full. In the event that one or more pro-
visions are null, nullified or non-binding, the purchaser and the 
auctioneer will agree on replacement provisions that are valid and 
that approximate the content and purport of the null, nullified or 
non-binding provision(s) as closely as possible.
14.2 These general Terms and Conditions are governed exclusi-
vely by Dutch law.
14.3 All disputes with respect to, arising from or related to a 
contract of sale concluded by the auctioneer and the purchaser, 
the conclusion of a contract of sale or these general Terms and 
Conditions will be submitted for resolution exclusively to the 
competent court of Middelburg, the Netherlands, subject to the 
auctioneer’s right to submit the dispute to the competent court in 
the purchaser’s district.

Article 15 Artist’s resale right regulations
(‘Volgrecht’ or Droit de suite)
Since the 1st of January 2012 Artist’s resale right regulations
apply for living artists and artists who lived the last 70 years.
Resale royalties applies where the price realised (Hammer
and premium) is € 3000 or more, excluding VAT. The heights
of these royalties are:
4% up to € 50.000
3% between € 50.000 and 200.000
1% between € 200.000 and 350.000
0,5% between 350.000 and 500.000
0,25% in excess of € 500.000
Maximum of the royalties are € 12.500 per lot.
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Name : ...............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Adress : ...............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Postal code : .................................................         City :  .....................................................................................................................................................................

Telephone : ...............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

e-mail (important for notification): ................................................... ..............................................................................................................................................................

This is a written / telephone bid (please cross out which is not applicable).
Telephone bidding is possible from € 500,-.

I agree with the general Conditions (Algemene Verkoopvoorwaarden) of Zeeuws Veilinghuis.

Date :  ................................................      Signature :.............................................................................................................................................................

Please note:
- New clients might have to give extra information, for example ID and references
- Only succesful bidders will receive notification after the auction
- Article 15 of our general conditions (regarding Artists resale rights) 

Lot number Description

Maximum amount
(Buyer’s premium 
not included)

 Zeeuws Veilinghuis - Kleverskerkseweg 53C - NL 4338 PB - Middelburg - The Netherlands 
Tel. 0031 (0)118 – 650680   -   info@zeeuwsveilinghuis.nl

Written and / or telephone bids

The person mentioned below hereby requests to bid on the following lot numbers,  
conform the terms and conditions of the Zeeuws Veilinghuis.

CHINESE DYNASTIES AND PERIODS

Neolitic     6500  - 1700    BC

Xia     2100  - 1600    BC
 
Shang     1600  -  1100   BC

Zhou    1100  -    256   BC

Qin           221  -    206   BC

Han        206  -    220 

Six        220  -    589

Sui          581  -    618

Tang        618  -    906

Five      907  -    960

Liao           907  -  1125

Song         960  -  1279

Jin      1115  -  1234

Yuan     1279  -  1368

Ming    1368  -  1644

 Hongwu   1368  -  1398
 Yongle    1403  -  1425
 Xuande    1426  -  1435
 Chenghua   1465  -  1487
 Hongzhi   1488  -  1505
 Zhengde   1506  -  1521
 Jiajing    1522  -  1566
 Longqing   1567  -  1572
 Wanli    1573  -  1619
 Tianqi    1621  -  1627
 Chongzhen   1628  -  1644
 
Qing    1644  -  1911

 Shunzhi   1644  -  1661
 Kangxi    1662  -  1722
 Yongzheng   1723  -  1735
 Qianlong   1736  -  1795
 Jiaqing    1796  -  1820
 Daoguang   1821  -  1850
 Xianfeng   1851  -  1861
 Tongzhi   1862  -  1874
 guangxu   1875  -  1908
 Xuantong   1908  -  1911

Republic    1912  -  1949

People’s Republic   1949  - 
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Indonesian Art 
September 2021

Lee man Fong (1913-1988),  
court painter of the first  

indonesian President Sukarno.  
Signed and dated ‘spring 1948’ in Chinese.  

 
€ 30.000 - 40.000



Kleverskerkseweg 53C - 4338 PB    

 www.zeeuwsveilinghuis.nl   

Middelburg   The Netherlands

info@zeeuwsveilinghuis.nl
Tel. +31(0)118 650 680       


